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Xybermind wins the Runner`s world ISPO-AWARD.
Munich, July 2006. The innovative running-analysis-system
Achillex earns Xybermind the Runner's world ISPO-Award,
which is honored on July 16th at the sports fair ISPO. With
Achillex' dynamic measurment system every runner finds the
shoe that is his/her personal best match, both in running and
walking.

Sales consulting at sports medicine’s highest standard
The way you move is as individual as a fingerprint. Clearly, the
features of a sports shoe have to match the runner’s personal
motion profile. One usually does not detect a mismatch until pain
develops, and that is usually too late. According to Professor Dr.
Gert-Peter Brueggemann, MD, a biomechanics expert at the sports
university in Cologne, every fourth runner wears wrong shoes,
orthopedist Dr. Til Steinmeier, MD, Hamburg, even believes every
other runner does.
Achillex evaluates shoes from different manufacturers and finds the
one which optimally supports your own running style. The dynamic
measuring technique guarantees, that the complex coordination
between shoe and runner’s foot are captured in unadulterated
conditions and assessed automatically. The output: A scientifically
founded running style analysis and the fitting shoe
recommendation.

Achillex, a fully automated biomechanical lab
Achillex captures the individual motion via several miniscule
sensors 400 times per second. During the lift-off motion Achillex
measures the rotation of the heel cap, and the force with which the
foot pushes off at this lightning speed. No detail escapes. Compare
this to popular video analyses which usually produce 30 pictures
per second. “That may cause you to miss crucial details.” says the
biomechanics expert from Cologne. Another significant advantage:
You wear Achilles on your body and jog as you would off- track.
This is important as most people run differently on a treadmill than
they do on solid ground.

I-wear
Achilex’ electronics are embedded in clothing. This ensures that
these high precision sensors are located at the accurate location on
your body. The sensor wrap is strapped around the leg.
The captured data is transmitted to the vest with its integrated
microcomputer, graphics display, electronic chip reader and voice
output. “Thank you, your run was successful”, says the vest, when
the required number of steps is reached. The whole process
happens incredibly fast, it only takes 2 minutes to complete the
measuring. And, Achillex is so user friendly, that it instantly
transforms any sales associate into an expert running shoe
consultant.

Unique – worldwide: The shoe check-up
Achillex is the first system ever to detect wear related weakening of
the material. The original data of the shoe is stored on an electronic
chip as a benchmark for periodic service check-ups. The check-up
ensures that any changes and wear symptoms are detected for
timely and appropriate action and replacement.

Quality makes the break-through
Dieter Lang, running expert of the LEX group has tested the system
through and through: „It takes little effort and the feedback from
customers is very appreciative, especially when they see the
comparison of old and new shoes.“
Sport Sperk has given Achillex a test run in 4 outlets over several
months. The success was so clear, that they are now installing
Achillex in all their 11 outlets.
Reebok arranged over 300 special in store events and will now
permanently install Achillex at their 30 most innovative retailers as
part of their “rbk” branding.

Xybermind, the company:
Xybermind was founded in March 2003 in Tuebingen, The company
develops small, portable high tech devices for the sports and fitness
industry. Cutting edge Xybermind technology preempts health
concerns and puts the fun back into sport.
The Xybermind founders are electronic engineer and biologist Dipl.
Ing. Dr. Juergen Loeschinger, and biologist Dr. Richard Feichtinger.
Headquartered in Tuebingen, Xybermind has extensive opportunity
to collaborate with the departments of science and medicine at the
renowned University.
At the sporting goods exposition in Munich, Achillex emerged as
Overall Winner of the coveted DuPont BrandNew Award,
proclaiming it the most innovative sports industry product of the
year 2003, worldwide. That same year the company won second
place at the Baden-Wuerttemberg Business Plan Contest
BWCON:Award Cyber One.
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